Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes to Establish New Biomarker for Cancer Prediction.
The goal of the human genome project is to integrate genetic information into different clinical therapies. To achieve this goal, different computational algorithms are devised for identifying the biomarker genes, cause of complex diseases. However, most of the methods developed so far using DNA microarray data lack in interpreting biological findings and are less accurate in disease prediction. In the paper, we propose two parameters risk_factor and confusion_factor to identify the biologically significant genes for cancer development. First, we evaluate risk_factor of each gene and the genes with nonzero risk_factor result misclassification of data, therefore removed. Next, we calculate confusion_factor of the remaining genes which determines confusion of a gene in prediction due to closeness of the samples in the cancer and normal classes. We apply nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) to select the maximally uncorrelated differentially expressed genes in the cancer class with minimum confusion_factor. The proposed Gene Selection Explore (GSE) algorithm is compared to well established feature selection algorithms using 10 microarray data with respect to sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. The identified genes appear in KEGG pathway and have several biological importance.